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Loolung thirty years back, one realizes that the word
"molecular" in
the titles of the 1966 seminal papers by HUBBYand LEWONTIN
(1966) and LEWONTINand HUBBY
(1966) wasboth misleading and
visionary. Misleading, because no molecular biologist would ever
consider scoring allozyme variation as part of htsher trade.
Visionary, because today's population biologists c m collect their
primaryinformation atthe most basic anddecisivelymolecular
level: the nucleotide. Indeed, they have a rather wide and diverse
collection of tools in their disposal. But as this collection grows, so
does the choice of tools become more difficult. It is not always the
case that the appearance of a new method renders another method
obsolete. Indeed, one mayargue thatthe possibility of simultaneous
use of two or more assays of scoring genetic variation may shed
light on questions that neitherassay could answer alone.

The purpose of thisconuuunication is toprovide a conqmrative
evaluation of the various techniques now widely used in population
genetics. Although the subject of the use of genetic markers for the
s t u d y of natural populations has been extensively reviewed in the
last years ( c g . AVISE, 1994), the question of what markers me
most appropriate at any piven instance has not yet received, to our
knowledge, a comprehensivetreatment.
Tt is hoped that the
elementary and sketchy presentation attempted here will g v e the
impetus for a more formal and complete analysis of the subject.We
will first list the various types of markers together Wnth what we
consider to be their advantages and disadvantages and then present
examples fiom our own work in a way of illustration.

It may ba considered as the firsttype of "molecular"detection
of polymo~-phsm.The technique never received wide application
because of sampling difficulties,'but also because it became evident
from human datathat n m t blood groups are basically monomorphic
(HEDRlCK and MURFdIY, 1978). The ELA polyniorphisms in
humans have, however, played an important role in the study
of
human genetics.

The simplicity and general applicabilityof the technique have made
this the mostwidelystudiedform
of lnolecularvariation. Any
source of soluble proteins, fiom bacterial cultures to animal fluids,
is in principlesuitablefor
alloqme analysisand the protoeols
of electrophoretic separationand staining are easily adjustable fiom
species to species. The genetic interpretation of alloqyme profiles
(qmograms) is dso straightfonvard. One majordrawback has
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been the inability to read genotypes fi-on1 small quantities of tissue,
whch makes allozymes inapplicable for small organisms or for the
large
ones.
But
the main
immature stages ( e . g larvae) of
disadvantage,
one
that appears
to
be intrinsically
difficult
to overcome, is that only a sinal1 fiaction of enzyme loci appear
to be allozymically polymorphic. With small variations, the same
set of few loci has been used in allozyme surveys from prokaryotes
to kngi, plantsandanimals.
Whatwe have learnt fiom these
that detemines the
studies is that selection is not the sole force
geneticmakeup
of naturalpopulationsand
that the theories
of Wright, Crow and Kimura have relevance for the real world,
beside their mathematicalelegance. The presentawarenessthat
what we see in natural populations is the result of the interplay
between mutation rate, effective population
size and selection we
owe to the allozyme revolution of the seventies and eighties. The
quest to evaluate the relative importance ofthese forces by looking
at codmg or regulatory parts of the genome will continue. It may
soon become possible to record anlino acid polymorphism in large
scale surveys by direct sequencing rather than by electrophoretic
separation of the peptide product. T h s will increase enornlously the
number of protein loci that could be surveyed. Because allozymes
cannot be assumed to.be selectively neutral andbecause the amount
of their 'polymorphism is linlited (these two aspect are obviously
related),they are nottheassayofchoice
for the study of the
biogeography of a species or its present population structure,
but
they nlight be important for the study of local adaptation. They also
appear tobe of linlited value for phylogenetic studies.

Anonymous nuclear DNAmarkers
Under t h s category we include assays that target asegment
of DNA of unknown hnction The segment can be amplified from
individualspecimensand
the polymorphismscored
as length
difference of the PCR products. Aiternatively, the product may be
digestedbya
set ofrestrictionenzymesand
the polymorphism
scored as restrictionfragmentlengthpolymorphism (RFLP). The
primers are usually designed fi-om sequences originally obtained for
other purposes. Another method is to use the PCR product fiom
a reference individual as a probe against digested total DNA fi-om
the sampled individuals. This callsfor a more cumbersome protocol,
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but has the potential to uncover more polymorphism. cDNA probes
represent a special version of this technique. lndividual clones fions
a psly-A messanger RNA cDNA library are amplifieel by using
vector pmmers md used as probes against Southern transfers. The
resulting polymorphsnn esuld be due to either presence/absence of
a restriction site or to variable number of tandem repats (VNIX).
honynnous DNA markers complrnse a large *and diverse fmily.
Some reved a high level of plymorphism, others are mostly
monomorphïc. In contrast to mini or nierosatellites (see below),
there is no way of knowing if the assay vil1 produce polymorphisrn
before it is aetually used. The interpretation of banding profiles c m
also be eomplicated and ambigusus, depeneling on the nature of the
underlying polymorphism. Finally, the assumption of neutrality may
not be justifiable in certain cases, as for exannple in the case of

cDNA.

The method uses single shortprimers of arbitrwy sequenceto
ampli6 anongrmous regions of genonic DNA. Tt is a fast and cheap
assay, but the penalty for t h s csnvenience is psor reproducibility
and ambiguity in the interpretation of resdts. The profiles are
usually multibanded
polymsrphism
and
is scored as
presencdabsenee of specific bands. Homoqgosity for presence of
a band eannot be distinguished from heteroqgssity. As a result,
most population geneties models camot be applied, md analysis is
based on phenotype rather thanallelic fiequencies. W D s are
more suitable for species and subspecies comparisons, than
for ink-a-spcies population shdies.

Diseovered serenelipitously, this variation fornls the basis of DNA
fingerprinting. A minisatellite "locus" consists of tandedy repeated
k i t s " each of which contains a "core" sequence of around 12-16
nuclestide bases and two sequences flanking the eore. Loci with the
same eore but different flanking sequences are scattered around the
genorne. Thus, probing
with
the core sequence results in
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a multibanded profile unique to each individual. If the probe is the
repeat unit of a specific minisatellite locus(i.e. the core and the two
flanking sequences), rather than the core alone, the hybridization
may produce two-banded profiles under stringent
condhons, so that
single-locus allele fi-equencies can be scored. Mïnisatellites mutate
at a very high rate (as high as 15%), which makes them ideal for
individualidentification, but reduces their utility for deducing
genetic relation among
randomly
selected
individuals
f?om
a population(the short-memory concept of identityby descent).

Microsatellites
Although silnilar by name, this
class of markers is quite different
fiom minisatellites. The repeat unit is very simple (mostly two, but
alsothreeormorenucleotides),
the flunkingsequences of each
repeat locus are unique and the total lengtll of the "locus" is much
smaller than in minisatellites. Most importantly, microsatellites are
much more numerous in the genonle (particularly of vertebrates)
andhaveamutation
rate between 105 and 104. They are ideal
for mapping "causal" genes, whether these are responsible for single
factor
conditions
(e.g. muscular
distrophy
humans)
in or
for multifactorial traits (quantitative trait loci, QTL). They are also
the best markers for determiningparenthoodinmass-crosses,
tracing escapes form contained to wild populations and estimating
coeficients of kinship amongindividuals drawn fi-om anatural
population. Their basic drawback remains the lugh cost and laborintensiveness of the first phase of the technique, i.e. the
development of primers. This is to some extent counter-balanced by
the usually good crossability of primers in related species.

Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) variation
Three properties of mtDNA set it apart fi-om nuclearDNA: it
occurs in multiple copies in each ce11 (in contrast to two copies for
a "single copy" nuclear locus),it is transnlltted uniparentally, and it
does not recombine. Presenceof multiple copies does not, however,
translate into a large variety of copies within the cell. For reasons
not fully understood, the speed with which the maternal lineage of
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a heteroplasnueally conceived individual beconles homoplasmic is
rather hi&. Asaresult,
we ean speakof the "mitotyp" of
an individualin
the sarne way as we speakof
its(nuclear)
genotype. Ln addition (or as a result of tlis), the number of different
tnitotypes in a species is nothuge, as originallysuspected. If
heteroplasmy rather thanhomoplasmy
vas the rule in nature,
tntDNA w d d have been useless for populationgenetics. One
consequence sf uniparental
transnlission,
whieh applies dso
to plasraid DNA, is that the effective population size for tntDNA is
srnaller than that of nuclear DNA, so that mtDNA variation is more
expssed to the vagaries O'random drift. Sex-speeific differences in
gene flow couldalso be revealedbycontrastingnuclearwith
rntDNA. In a speeies in which tntDNA is matemally transmitted
but gene flow occurs maidy or exelusively through nlales,
divergenceamongpopulations
is expected to be much higher
for IntDNA than nuclear DNA. hidental biparental transtnission
(when a small percentage of paternal mtDNA "leaks" into progeny)
apparently is not a major concern in the use
of
tntDNA
for phylogenetic or biogeograpluc studies, but biparentally induced
heteroplaseny may signalthe coexistence of subspecies or of lughly
divergedconspecificlineages
i n thepopulation. From the point
of view of population genetics, absence of reeombination reduces
the mtDNA ~noleculeto a singlegene.Coupled with uniparental
inheritance, this means that the dynanies of 1ntDNA evolution are
s i d a r to those of a locus in a haploidasexuallyreproducing
species. Sueh systems are prone to strong seleetive sweeps:
an advantageous mutation anywhere in
the genome will drive to
fixation the type of molecule in which it occurred (or a deleterious
mutation will driveit to extinction). At any given time, a population
under selective sweeps will have a lower level of rntDNA variation,
but viewed over long periodsoftitne
the rateofsubstitution
at neutral sites would not be affected.Thatvariationpatterns
compatible with selective sweeps wereobserved suggests that
n ~ n sites
y
in the mtDNA are under purifting selection. The notion
that IntDNAevolvesfaster than nuclearsingle copy DNA is no
longer accepted in its general fonn. It is evident that the ratte varies
both among species and alnong parts of the nmlecule witlun the
same species. These differences have not reduced
the importance
and
ofmtDNA as the ~nolecule ofchoiceforbiogeograpluc
phylogenetic studies, but they must be considered when we are in
need to provide explanations for observed patterns of variation.
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RFLP, SSCP, Sequencing
Al1 types of DNA variation are ultimately viewed as zones (bands).
In most cases the different position of bands reflects difference in
the lengthofDNA
fragments. When the difference in length is
causedbyrestrictionsenzymes,
the conventionalterm for the
method of detection is Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism
(RFLP).Clearly, sequencing representsthe ultimate levelof scoring
of DNA variation. But it remains expensive and labor-intense for
large scale surveys. Single Strand ConformationPolymorphism
(SSCP) is a relatively simple technique whereby the two strands
are separated and forced to migrate independently. The speed of
migration is afl?ected by the conformation of the single Strand. The
utility of the technique depends on its discriminatory power. It is
not yet known if single nucleotidedifferencescanbedetected.
Another limitation is that at present it is restricted to small DNA
fragments (normally lessthan 250 nucleotides).

It is obviousfi-om this short evaluation of the varioustypes of
geneticmarkersthat
the marker ofchoicewilldependon
the
particular question one wants to ask. There is no such a thing as an
all-purpose marker. In this section we present examples from Our
own work whch illustrate this point.

Heterozygosity and fitness
Evenbefore the advent of genetic markers,evolutionists were
divided in two schools. The classical school supports the view that
there can be only one best allele at a time and that homozygosity
for that allele is the best genotype. The balanced-polymorplusm
school supports the view that there can be no best allele, but only
goodorbadcombinations
of allelesand that most of the time
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heterozygosity represents a better combination than homozygosity.
The matterremainsunsolvedtothis
date. Thecriticaltest
is
to distinguish between homozygote fitness depression eaused fiom
homozygosity for the marked locus itself and depression resulting
h m homozygosity by deseent in a linked but unscsrable locus.
POGSON
and ZOUROS(1 994) attealpted to answer this question by
eorrelating fiitness (shell siae in individual scallops) withdegree
ofheterozygosity for two sets of loci, allozyymes and anonymsus
cDNA's. These two sets of markers appear to be the best for this
purpsse. Because both corne fiom transcribed parts of the genome
the possibility that they are linked to a hidden deleterious gene is
the same. For the classicalsehoolthismeansthat
alloqnses and
cDNAs should behave the same way. The balanced school, by
placing the emphasison the scoredlocus,predictsthatallozyme
heterozygoteswould outpedorm allozymehomozygotes, but that
this differenee would not be observed between homozygotes and
heterozygotes for cDNA variants which are assumed to be neutral.
The results '~verecompatiblewith
the balanced-polymorphrsm
school. It remains to be seen if the same will be observed in other
organism.

Of natural
TypicaIly,
eeologists
and,
particularly,
managers
biologieal resources are not interested in the genetic mechanisms of
selection. Rather, they want to know if there are populations within
a species that can be considered as separate units fiom the point of
view of reproduction and interaction with the environment and the
ecosystem. This proved to be an especially difficult issue to resolve
by means of populationsgenetics. Lftwo populations are found tobe
genetieally homogeneous for the markers used, the answer ean be
that bsth populations are under the same regime of selection wheh
forcefullymaintains the same allelefiequencies,orthat
the two
populations are homogeneousbecauseofextensiveexchange
of
migrants. If the
populations
are found to
be
different,
the
explanation can be that they are under different selection pressures
or that the populations have been isolated form each other for so
long that random drift has established different allele fi-equencies.
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Thebestwaytoanswertlus
is toexanunetwoormoretypes
of variation simultaneously. Indeed, allozymes, mtDNA and nuclear
markers that can be assutned to be selectively neutral nlight be the
bestcombinationforthispurpose.
M e n this was attempted by
KARL and AVISE (1992) in the Americanoyster,theresult
was
unexpected: there was no geographic differentiation for allozymes,
but there was astrongdichotomybetweenAtlanticandGulf
populations for both mtDNA and anonyalous nuclear genes.
The
authors argued that allozymes are under the same type of selection
across the distributionof the species. As aresultthey cany no
information about the species past Iustory or
its present breeding
structure. These could, however, be inferred fi0111 the distribution
ofmtDNA and
nuclear
variation.
Later
studies
of
the same
populations (“DONALD et al., 1996)suggestedthattheactual
situation may notbe as simple.
We are currently applying this strategy to the European anchovy
and the swordfish, and to a lesser extend to several species of the
family Sparidae. A comprehensive lntDNA survey of the anchovy
AGOU OU LAS et al., 1996) revealed a sharp distinctionbetween
Black Sea and the rest of the species distribution that can be best
explained by lustorical events going back to at least the last ice age
and by current one-way gene flow fkom Black Sea intothe Aegean.
This is one of the best examplesof a unidirectional gene flow in
the
marine environnient and how it can preserve the footprints of the
population
history
of the
species.
As usually
happens
with
observations of special interest, it raises new questions and offers
an opportunity to readdress unsettled issues. 1s the huge Black Sea
anchovypopulationgeneticallyunifonn?
Do speciesthat inhabit
both the Black and the Aegean Seas exlubit one
of three distinct
types of genetic heterogeneity detennined by
the pattenof gene
flow: thosein wluch migration is restricted in either way, thosethat
in which gene flow occurs
experience unidirectional flow and those
in bothdirections?Thefavoredexplanation
for theunifonnity
of ailozymefiequenciesthat
has beenseen
in many species
distributed over vast and diverse
geograpluc areas is solne for111
ofbalancing selection that is a characteristic of the species itself
rather to the envirorunent of any specific population. If tlus is true,
the Black Sea and the Bay of Biscay populations of anchovy ought
to be allozytnically sitnilar in spite the fact that the first population
has not received genes fiom the second for the last 10,000 years. If
the two populations were found to be different for allozymes, the
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selection hypothesis will be considerably weakened and allozyme
unifonsnity. whereobsewed, must be explained by gene flow.
Microsatellites are useful here fsr yet anotherreason.It is hard
toprovide direct evidence that an individualwith a Black Sea
mitotype found in the Northern Aegem is indigenous or
miimmigrant h m the Black Sea. This could be answered if
the
microsatellites tumed out to be sufficiently different between
two seas. With a large number of microsatellites it tnight even be
possible to trace immigrants fiom the Black Sea or their i m e d a t e
progeny in the Central Aegean and the Ionian Seas.

Unlike mchovy, present day patterns in the genetiic differentiation
of swor&sh populations cannot be attributed to hstoric accidents,
but rather ts activemigration for feeding or spawning. The
observed differences between samples from the Mediterranean and
the Gulf of Guinea (KOTOULAS
et al., 1995) c m be most easily
explained by some kind of homing behavior. Again microsatellites
are the best genetic markers available to provide support for tkis
hypothesis. If adults from different
stocks
mix but
remain
reproductively isolated by returning to different spawning $rounds,
between
mtDNA
and
there must be a strong correlation
microsatellites variants. This correlation, if it exists, could provide
the basis for decomposing a sample of individuals caught in a dven
area into "natives" and
'lvisitors'lg
or for identifying the
geographical origin of inelivieluals converging on the same .feeding
gounds from different parts of the world.

We are using microsatellites in t w o aquaculturedspecies, the
giltlnead sea bream and the Japanese oyster. In both cases, the
primary purpose has been to identifi the parents of m sffspring
fiom a mass mating. The ability to do t i s has revolutionized the
practice of genetic breeding. It allsws for a quick, inexpensive md
more accurate estimation of heritabilities, and for evaluating the
geneticquality
of parents through the pedomance of their
offspring. In the sea bream we have denlonstrated additive genetic
variance for growth, and identified individualparents that have
consistently produced faster growing progeny. The same technique
c m beusedtodetermine
genetic differences in viabilityand
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toestimateinbreedingdepression.But
in this case the statistical
power of the assay is much lower, so that tnuch larger samples are
required. Mcrosatellites are also
ideal
to trace and verifi
cytogenetic
treatments,
such as induction
of
polyploidy
or
gynogenesis and have been used for this purpose in the Japanese
oyster.

Assuming that obtaining the full nucleotide sequence of long pieces
of DNA fiom thousands of individuals will continuetobe
an expensive practice for the inmediate future, genetic markers w
ill
relnain the maintool in population genetics. Frotn the variety
of markers presently available, it can be said that microsatellites,
mtDNA and allozymes will maintaintheir eminence (more orless in
that order). Studies whose the main
objective
is to trace
anindividual or deduce the genetic relationshipbetweentwo
individualstnayrelyexclusivelyonmicrosatellites.Similarly,
mappingunknown genes affectingaquantitative
or qualitative
character may need no other markers except microsatellites. One
canexpect that soon there willbea data bankfromwhichone
wouldbeableto
retrieve microsatelliteprimer
sequences for
an ever increasing number of species.
It is, however, doubtful whether the more elusive questions about
the history of natural populations and evolution wouldbe answered
by the use of one or the other kind of genetic markers. The most
successful studies in this field will be those that would use two or
moretypes of markers.Microsatellitesand 1ntDNAwill be part
of the arsenal, which must also include a type of variation sensitive
to selection. While allozymes serve this purpose at present, there is
no reason why they could not be replaced with methods that would
beableto survey a wider range oflocimorelikelytobeunder
selection, such as regulatory, developmental or behavioral genes.
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